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 It is time to get busy creating characters for your games and for your stories! With Character Creator, you can create your
characters for the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game in less than five minutes! With a full suite of tools to help you create your

characters from scratch or from your existing characters, character builder tools, text and sound files, and a character creation
template, Character Creator makes it a snap to get started creating characters. Create New Characters or Build Upon Existing

Characters Character Creator can be used to create characters from scratch, based on your own ideas, or it can be used to build
upon existing characters. The same tools and options are available for both options, and you have full control over character

generation and generation set-up. Character Creation Tools Character Creator includes tools for character generation, from the
creation of basic stats to the creation of statistics and stat blocks, to the creation of races, classes, and more. Character Creator's
stat generator is compatible with Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Third Edition as well as the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Core
Rulebook and supplements, so you can create characters from the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game's core or from its larger setting.
Stat Block Creator Stat block creator allows you to quickly create stat blocks for your characters, with a ready-to-use tool and all

of the options you need to choose from. The stat block creator allows you to create your stat blocks in plain text, a drag-and-
drop feature, a word processor, or even with a full visual builder. With all of these options, it is easy to create stat blocks that are

easy for a referee to use. Character Name Generator Your characters’ names are as important as their statistics, but often you
don’t have time to sit down and make up your own names. The character name generator automatically generates a variety of

different names based on your character’s ethnicity, personality traits, and more. A quick look at the list of suggested names will
help you choose something appropriate for your character. Race and Class Generator Character Creator's race and class

generator automatically generates a variety of options for your character. From different races, to different base classes, to
different base classes based on race, and different races based on different base classes, the race and class generator gives you

endless combinations to choose from. Choose from among the various races available, including those specific to the Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game 82157476af
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